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Abstract. Teleteaching systems have existed for more than a decade now. During 

that time, thousands of lectures have been recorded. These recordings are usually 

made available as single or dual stream videos. In the case of dual stream one 

video shows the speaker and the other one the slides. However, the content of the 

slides and the speaker’s talk are not accessible through automatic search func-

tionality provided by the e-lecture platform hosting the videos. In order to change 

this situation optical character recognition (OCR), automatic speech recognition 

(ASR) and common methods of the semantic web are used to analyze the video 

content and its semantics. Nevertheless, the semantic information found has to 

be made accessible to the user. Therefore, a novel HTML5 video player is intro-

duced to enable the students to utilize the found semantic information while 

watching the video. This will enhance and simplify their online learning or re-

search process. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Lecture Video Portal Used for Illustration 

The research project the authors of this paper are working on has existed since 2002 

and has been dedicated to lecture recording, postproduction, analysis and distribution. 

The lecture video web portal1 of the project contains around 5,600 lectures and presen-

tations in more than 400 collections. The recordings are also available as video podcast 

episodes, cut at the chapter marks created during or after the recording. Every week, 

around 30 hours of new lecture videos are added [1]. Lately, we found that it would be 

helpful for the students consuming our lecture recordings if they were able to use addi-

tional functionality that can enhance their learning efficiency. There have been studies 

regarding collaborative learning and social web features, but for learners who prefer 

learning by themselves, we realized that there had to be more assistance from the web 

platform.  

                                                           
1  https://www.tele-TASK.de/, accessed on 02 March, 2015 
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The keywords we can extract from OCR and ASR analysis are just plan keywords with-

out semantics. This is a limitation to the further usage of the extracted terms which shall 

be overcome with the work described in this paper. 

1.2 Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web refers to structured, linked information in the World Wide Web that 

can be processed by machines like a global linked database. It is a collaborative effort 

led by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), providing a common framework 

(mostly RDF2) for formalizing information. Much research has been conducted in the 

field of Semantic Web Technologies, also at the Hasso Plattner Institute3. However, this 

research often features mostly academic examples. Having realized this, the W3C also 

provides some examples of use cases and case studies where Semantic Web technolo-

gies were employed. 

It would have been feasible to build up a database of semantically linked information 

contained within this ecosystem, connecting it to other semantic data sources (e.g. 

DBpedia) and making it accessible publicly and queryable e.g. via SPARQL. However, 

this approach might not be the most useful one to the everyday user of the system. 

In our work we focused on applying semantic approaches to improve the direct ex-

perience of users of a lecture video web portal. The website our where we implemented 

and observed our ideas is a platform for watching lecture videos, mostly used by stu-

dents to catch up on missed lectures and review for exams. As such, improving the core 

features, such as search and displaying videos to the user, seems worthwhile. 

2 Related Work 

There has been research in our group earlier with interesting results, but the works con-

centrated mostly on the technical aspects on how to gather data out of speech and text 

[2], on how to train the tools [3] or how to extract the relevant data [4]. In [5] it is shown 

how to combine the analysis results of the OCR and ASR analysis. But still the result 

of the analysis and improvement processes were keywords without semantics. Töpper 

[6] and Waitelonis [7] actually do automatic video segmentation, OCR and extraction 

of semantic entities from video lectures, but they do not concentrate on extraction and 

provision of Uniform Resource Locators (URL), Request for Comments (RFC), or In-

ternational Standard Book Numbers (ISBN) on the lecture slides. Neither do Imran [8] 

in their proposal of a framework for semantic extraction and utilization of metadata. [9] 

do interesting work concentrating on highlights in sports videos and also consider close-

caption text, but still our needs for learning-oriented resources is not satisfied. Also the 

interesting work of [10] who researched on visual summaries of lectures and enhance 

them with text captions is remarkable (especially considering it was done already in 

1999) but it does not fit our requirements and idea entirely.  

                                                           
2  http://www.w3.org/RDF/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
3  https://hpi.de/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 



3 Approach 

3.1 Video Search 

Maybe the second most important function of lecture video web portals, besides the 

simple delivery of video content, is enabling the user to find the content he or she is 

looking for. When searching for information on the Internet, search engines (such as 

Google, Bing or DuckDuckGo) are undoubtedly the way to go. We found that the in-

ternal search function offered by the web portal, is mostly used to find specific videos 

and not for general research on a topic. In order to help improving the way search en-

gines display and process the learning resources, they need to understand the content 

of the page and the video. One way of achieving this is to use semantic annotations in 

the HTML source of the lecture pages. 

<!-- Dublin Core --> 

<link rel="schema.DC"  

 href="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" /> 

<link rel="schema.DCTERMS" 

 href="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" /> 

<meta name="DC.title"  

 content="Internet Security" /> 

<meta name="DC.creator"  

 content="Teaching Team" /> 

<meta name="DC.subject"  

 content="Weaknesses" /> 

<meta name="DC.language"  

 content="en" /> 

 

<!-- schema.org --> 

<div itemprop="video" itemscope 

 itemtype="http://schema.org/VideoObject"> 

 <meta itemprop="duration"  

  content="T1H5M48S" /> 

 <meta itemprop="description"  

  content="Part of series: Internet Security" /> 

 <meta itemprop="thumbnailUrl"  

  content="thumb.jpg" /> 

 <meta itemprop="uploadDate"  

  content="2014-10-15T12:54:18" /> 

 <meta itemprop="inLanguage"  

  content="en" /> 

  <!-- [...] --> 

</div> 

[Different representations of semantic annotations with Dublin Core and schema.org] 



This has already been done in parts of the system. However, still the Dublin Core 

metadata set4, which was originally published in 1995, is used. Today, Google suggests 

using the schema.org metadata set5 (released in 2011), which is supported by Google, 

Bing, and Yahoo. Using the schema.org VideoObject construct allows more meta in-

formation (such as video thumbnails, slide previews) to be added to the page and thus 

be utilized for better search and display possibilities. In the program code above we 

show the difference in code between Dublin Core and schema.org. One might argue 

why, in the context of a lecture video web portal, not the approaches specialized on e-

learning IEEE LOM6 or ISO MLR7 were utilized. In order to keep the project as general 

as possible we chose not to concentrate only on videos with metadata taken from the e-

learning domain but rather use DublinCore which is a more universal approach. 

3.2 Online Video Player 

As of shortly, a video player implemented in Adobe Flash8 was the most used display 

mode on the on the examined web platform (others are RealVideo9 and direct down-

loads of MP4 files). Figure 1 shows a choice of available formats of the lecture “Simi-

larity Measures”. The former standard (Flash) player was developed using the 

OpenLaszlo10 framework and streams videos using the Real-Time Messaging Protocol 

(RTMP11). Unfortunately, the latest stable release of OpenLaszlo was published in Oc-

tober 2010. The last nightly build was made publicly available in November 2012. So, 

today it can be considered outdated. For quite a lot of years, Adobe Flash was the best 

suiting technology to deliver video to users, especially with the requirement of playing 

to videos synchronously. So, when this video player was built in 2010, these technolo-

gies were a good choice considering. 

Today, with the specification of the HTML5 standard12 by the W3C and specifically 

the ability to natively deliver video content, this seems like the better approach. By 

switching to a video player that uses HTML5 and JavaScript we have improved on 

areas such as security, mobile experience and accessibility. Especially, we make it eas-

ier for developers to extend the player. It is possible to add features using well-known 

web technologies, removing the learning curve that ActionScript and the OpenLaszlo 

framework imposed. This is also an important factor when it comes to student projects 

or guests writing a bachelor or master thesis because it helps them to understand the 

software project faster and hence contribute earlier. The new HTML5 player, as shown 

in Figure 2, supports all features the original Flash player did, as well as adding a few 

                                                           
4  RFC 5013: The Dublin Core Metadata Element Set 
5  https://schema.org/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
6  IEEE Standard 1484.12.1-2002 
7  ISO/IEC Standard 19788 
8  http://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer.html, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
9  http://real.com/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
10  http://www.openlaszlo.org/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
11  http://www.adobe.com/devnet/rtmp.html, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
12  http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/, accessed on 19 January, 2015 



quality improvements. For example, it is now possible to adjust the playback speed and 

show or hide the chapter overview as needed. 

An interesting side note is that due to the dynamic nature of JavaScript, changes are 

possible on the fly and in contrast to Adobe Flash, to completely change the user inter-

face on the client side to suit individual needs. This is called augmented browsing and 

can for example be realized using browser add-ons like Greasemonkey or others. 

 

Fig. 1. Available video players for the lecture: HTML5 player, Flash player, Podcast download. 

3.3 Additional Features 

Additional secondary features such as playlists, tags or the extracted slides and key-

words of the lecture, reside in tabs below the video in the Flash player. Unfortunately, 

this means that they are usually below the fold, and are thus less likely to be discovered 

and used by the user. A study of the question which tools are most helpful for students 

doing online research in our web portal showed that some of the offered features are 

not that easy to find and hence not always used as intended [3]. 

 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the new HTML5 player including chapter overview (top right), slide pre-

view and control elements for playback speed adjustment, full screen mode etc. (bottom). 



Due to the easier extensibility of the HTML5 player, new information as well as that 

contained in the existing tabs can be displayed directly on top of or next to the video. 

Links.  

In the current static display of slides in the lecture videos, following links that are dis-

played comes with a certain effort. The user has to copy the link manually into the 

address bar, which is especially difficult with long links. We have implemented a sys-

tem that allows the user to simply click the link on the slide, opening a new browser 

tab with the requested page. 

Our system searches the existing OCR data of the lecture slides for patterns of Inter-

net links (e.g. text starting with “http”). As the characters in these links are often 

wrongly detected by the OCR software due to special characters and sometimes small 

font, we then try to reconstruct the correct URL as shown in Figure 3. This is done 

using various heuristics trying to compensate for the most frequent detection errors (e.g. 

replacing spaces with dots or hyphens). In order to make sure that there is a valid re-

source behind the reconstructed link, we send a HTTP HEAD request to the URL. This 

allows checking for a valid resource without having to download the entire page.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Process of extracting links from recorded lecture slides 

Challenges 

Although we tried to minimize false positive errors with this approach, some chal-

lenges remained. One phenomenon that we encountered is typosquatting, where URLs 

of slightly misspelled domains are registered to serve ads to people who input the in-

correct URL into their browsers [11]. However, instead of the user, it is the OCR that 



introduces the mistakes. An example of this is the OCR result http://en wikipedia org 

which was reconstructed to http://en-wikipedia.org instead of http://en.wikipedia.org. 

One would assume this to return a HTTP status code of 404. However, the HTTP status 

code returned (after some redirects) is 200. The delivered page is full of advertisements 

and not the one that was desired. Another problem we frequently encountered was the 

apparent misconfiguration of webservers. Instead of delivering an HTTP 404 status 

code when the requested URL was not found, these servers returned a styled “page not 

found” page, but with a 200 status code. The solution here again was to try to filter 

these pages using heuristics that search for certain keywords on the page. 

RFCs.  

Since the examined lecture archive as well as others contain a notable amount of 

lectures dealing with the Internet, there are many references to RFCs (Request for Com-

ments). To enable the user to quickly look up details on these Internet Standards, the 

OCR data of the lectures is searched for RFC references. Using its identification num-

ber, the RFC metadata is retrieved from the RFC repository of the Internet Engineering 

Task Force. Users can then see the title of the RFC and follow a link to directly read it. 

Books.  

We used a similar approach to retrieve and display book metadata that we used for 

RFCs. Since books are uniquely identifiable by their ISBN (International Standard 

Book Number), referenced books can be easily detected. ISBN numbers have a check 

digit which allows for direct validation. In order to prove the feasibility of retrieving 

the book metadata from online sources, we implemented querying the Google Books 

API. This service returns the title, author, year and a thumbnail of the book cover. While 

this method works well for correctly referenced book, it also has some drawbacks: 

Currently, only 15 book references in 4951 lectures are detected by our algorithm. 

This is mainly due to the fact that many lecturers seem to mainly include the title of the 

referenced book (and not the corresponding ISBN) in their slides. An idea to alleviate 

this problem is to encourage the inclusion of ISBNs in lecture slides by giving lecturers 

a “best practice” guide for preparing lectures to be recorded and published online. 

Seldom, the provider’s database contains wrong metadata. This could be solved by 

querying several data sources and deciding by majority vote. 

Scientific Papers.  

There is also an identifying number for papers, the Digital Object Identifier (DOI), 

but it is rarely used on lecture slides, possibly because DOIs are unwieldy (e.g. 

10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.228701). Therefore we employed a text-based search on the 

OCR data. We identify possible paper references by searching for conference titles, (i.e. 

capital letters followed by a year), journals (strings containing “Vol.” or “Issue”) and 

literature slides (with a title containing “Literature” or similar). The CrossRef API al-

lows querying academic papers by their DOI and their title. The result is a list of pos-



sible papers, from which we filter the correct one by comparing the titles with a Le-

venshtein distance metric and by trying to match the author and the year in both refer-

ences. 

Related Articles.  

To help users continue their research on the topic discussed in the lecture they are 

viewing, related Wikipedia articles are displayed next to the slides. This is time sensi-

tive, as the information is relevant especially to the slide that is shown at the moment. 

Thus, we decided to allow users to show the related articles as an overlay on top of the 

video. This updates automatically when the next slide is shown. We use DBpedia Spot-

light13 to extract relevant topics. This service relies on DBpedia14, a semantic version 

of Wikipedia, to extract the important words on a slide and to disambiguate their mean-

ings based on the context as illustrated in Figure 4. 

Search Based on Semantic Resources.  

The internal search function for lectures of the examined lecture video portal so far 

matches the title, the description and the lecturer. Because semantic information about 

the content of the lecture and the mentioned books, RFCs and papers is now available, 

it is possible to extend the search to include this metadata. As a prototypical implemen-

tation we implemented and extended the search functionality for book titles. The en-

tered search pattern will now be searched in all book titles as well. If a lecture is found 

because of a book mentioned in that lecture, this result will be marked with a “book 

found” label. Hovering over this label will display the book’s title. 

 

Fig. 4. Using DBpedia to find related articles.  

                                                           
13  https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight/wiki, accessed on 19 January, 2015 
14  http://dbpedia.org/About, accessed on 19 January, 2015 



4 Results 

In this work we explored the possibilities that techniques and approaches from the Se-

mantic Web offer in real life scenarios in the context of a lecture video distribution 

platform. By using the textual data extracted from the lecture slides we were able to 

construct metadata entities. We were able to extract more than 70 paper references, 130 

URLs, 330 RFCs as well as more than 160,000 DBpedia resources. The focus was on 

using these to supply additional features to the end user, thereby improving the user 

experience. We updated the technologies used in the platform to allow easier integra-

tion of these new features and decrease the learning curve for future developers. 

All of the shown ideas and approaches are also applicable in other contexts, not only in 

the e-learning domain working with lecture videos. As long as there is a video and a 

method of extracting metadata or adding it manually, it is possible to enhance the video 

watching experience as described in this work to give the user a bigger choice of further 

research or related topics. 

5 Future Work 

We have shown how metadata can be used to improve a video distribution website. 

However, there is still room for improvement. Future work can be done in these areas:  

 The search capabilities have to be improved by extending the search to all available 

metadata, including DBpedia topics as well as semantically related ones (e.g. a 

search for “Internet” would also retrieve results having to do with “WWW”). 

 Augment existing features by automation by using semantic means to populate the 

currently few (manually) used tags and annotations. 

 Integrate existing features into the video player by integrating especially time-related 

information, such as user annotations directly into the UI of the player, so they can 

be viewed directly while watching the lecture video and no scrolling is necessary 

which might make the users lose focus. 

 Refine newly added features by monitoring user participation. A user study should 

be conducted to ascertain exactly which features are most useful and should be fo-

cused on in future work. 

 Involve the user by allowing improvement of the data. As mentioned in Section 3.3, 

some extracted URLs might be incorrect. A possible solution would be to allow users 

to correct the URL using a textbox where they can input the corrected data and ad-

ditionally allow them to rate the relevance and correctness of the results.  
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